
Sixty years of satellites- but an older idea (1687)
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1865 Jules Verne

• Inspired by advances in ballistics in the American Civil War

• The Gun Club – a launch in Florida, manned mission with three crew 

members flying in an aluminium spacecraft

• Exactly 100 years before Apollo 8

• Inspired a 11 year old Romanian Herman Oberth- the concept of a 

recoil rocket
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Sixty years of satellites- politics and power

• USSR Sputnik 1 1957

• NASA October 1 1958

• April 12 1961 Yuri Gagarin - The First Man…. 108 minutes in space



Sixty years of satellites- politics and power

• Cuban missile crisis October 1962

• 1962 Satellite Communications Act to allow the US Government to 

supervise fair access for commercial satellites



Satellite communications

• July 10 1962- AT& T and Bell Labs, The Post Office and French PTT 

launch of Telstar 1- world’s first communications satellite

• 170 kilograms,14 watts,3600 solar panels, 600 phone calls and one 

Black and White TV channel- low earth orbit (two and a half hours) 

• Transmissions between Europe and the US for twenty minutes each 

orbit



Satellite communications

• 1963 First geosynchronous satellite launched

• April 1965 Intelsat’s first satellite Intelsat1 ’Early Bird’ placed in 

Geostationary orbit by a Delta D rocket

• ‘TV and telephone and telegraph and high speed data’. (Quad play!) 

• Satellite Communications Act created Comsat which became Intelsat

in 1964 – 17 nations

• Country signatories could be government or private operators or a mix 

usually termed Public Telecommunication Operators (PTO) – known 

as the ‘closed skies’ era

•



Satellite industry – Intelsat

• 1965 Intelsat 1

• TV moments

• 1969 Moon Landing

• 1985 Live Aid Concert

• 1989 HD TV US and Japan

• 2000 Sydney Olympics



Satellite industry – Inmarsat- closed skies to open skies

• 1990’s ITU starts discussing ‘Open Sky’ Policy

• Inmarsat SOLAS - safety of life at sea

• International Maritime Satellite Organisation formed in 1976 – acted 

as an ISO (International Service Operator)

• 1982 Inmarsat provision of mobile satellite communication services 

• 1989 Land Mobile Service

• 1990 Aeronautical Service (for aircraft).

• 1999  First company to deregulate (1999)

• 1999 to present – Inmarsat 4 and 5



Satellite industry – Inmarsat Ka Band

• I-5 body –6.98 metres (22.9ft), the height of a double decker bus

• User beams – 89 Ka-band beams generated by two transmit and two 

receive apertures

• Spot beams – six steerable on demand spot beams 

• Solar arrays – a wingspan of 33.8 metres (111ft)

• Solar panels – five panels of ultra triple-junction gallium arsenide 

solar cells generate 15 kW of power at start of service and 13.8 kW by 

end of life

• Station-keeping thrusters –xenon ion propulsion system (XIPS) 

Launch mass – 6,100kg

• Mission lifespan – 15 years



Satellite industry – Intelsat –

• Commercial and technical evolution

• 2001 Privatisation (two years after Inmarsat)

• Coincides with dot com bust, telecoms meltdown and fibre glut (dark fibre impact on revenue)

• 2006 Acquires Pan Am Sat – becomes world’s largest fixed service satellite service provider

• 2009 $3.5 billion fleet investment and hosted payload agreement with the Australian defence force

• 2012 Intelsat EPIC announced C Band, KU and Ka Band high throughput satellite (HTS) with spot 

beams 

• Ku-band user spot beams on first two satellites



Eutelsat

• Formed 1977 to operate first European satellites (launched 1983)

• 1990-2000 post Berlin Wall (November 1989)

• Eutelsat extended to cover Eastern Europe- Hot Bird satellites

• Privatised in July 2001. IPO in 2005

• HOT BIRD broadcast satellite service to Russia, the Middle East, 

Turkey and Africa

• Acquisition of Satmex (Mexico) in January 2014, commercialised 

capacity on 40 satellites providing coverage of Europe, Africa, the 

Middle East, Asia and the Americas. 

•



Arabsat

Founded in 1976 by the 21 member-states of the Arab League

Six satellites, at 3 orbital positions, 20°, 26°, 30.5° East: Arabsat-5C (20°E), BADR-4, BADR-5, BADR-6 and 

BADR-7 (26°E), Arabsat-5A (30.5°E) including Ka Band.

Market-Specific Spot beams.(North W.Africa, W Africa, S.Africa, East MENA and C.Asia)



Hispasat

• Small GEO 

• TV broadcasting, multimedia applications, Internet access and mobile or 

fixed services

• Ku and Ka band

• Europe, the Canary Islands and South America



Iridium Next (L band) Second Generation

• First Generation bankruptcies- Iridium+ Teledesic (ceased trading)+ 

Skybridge

• January 14, 2017– the first payload of ten Iridium Next satellites 

launched and deployed into Low Earth orbit by Space X- Largest 

and fastest ever slot swop

• First of seven launches over the next 15 months - 10 per launch -

Includes real time global aircraft tracking (polar orbits)  



The World Radio Congress November 2019



3GPP New Radio Specs



GSO MEO and LEO coexistence and 5G?



New rockets BIG SATS and NEW SATS 



Space price list



Pluto with baggage allowance



A new generation of BIG SATS?

ITU now allow 2 degree orbit separation=180 satellites

But satellites could potentially be ten times larger and heavier and more powerful than existing 

satellites 

50,000 kilograms not 5000 kilograms

150 kilowatt rather than 15 kilowatt



THE NEW SATS

Iridium Globalstar Sky Space 

Global

OneWeb Space X Leo SAT Boeing

L Band L and S band UHF, L and S 

band 

Ku and Ka Band Ku and Ka Band Ka Band V Band and C 

Band

78 LEOS 24 LEOS 200 LEOS 650 LEOS 4000 LEOS 78 LEOS 2956 LEOS

780 km 1414 km 500-800 km 1200 km 1200 km 700 km 1200 km

860 kg 700 kg 10 kg (Cube SAT) 200 kg 100-500 kg 860 kg ?

Potentially six thousand cube SATS to LEO on one Falcon Heavy 



Satellite and space politics

• 13 April 2016

• American Space Renaissance Act 

• http://spacerenaissanceact.com/

• Congressman Jim Bridenstine, Oklahoma

• Military – Civil – Commercial

• American Space Force – The Fourth Fighting Force

http://spacerenaissanceact.com/


Developing economy markets

• More than four billion people remain offline. 

• Fixed broadband penetration in Africa is less than one per cent.

• Mobile broadband penetration in Africa is below 20 per cent compared to 

more than 80 per cent in Europe

• More than one billion people living in Africa, a population that has doubled in 

size in less than thirty years

• Africa is geographically huge, more than 30 million square 

kilometres, larger than the combined geographic area of the US, 

Argentina, India, Western Europe and China. The rural delivery 

economics in Africa are therefore uniquely challenging. 
• Australia is 7.6 million square miles with a small (33 million) but rich 

($67,000 GDP per capita) population.

• Australia and most developing economies have relatively high energy costs  



The size of Africa



LEO latency 

Australia from the east coast to west coast is 4000 kilometres - a coast to coast 

travel time of 13 milliseconds. Africa North to South is 8000 kilometres=26 

milliseconds



Coca Cola and OneWeb



Guinness

40% of Guinness production worldwide is drunk in Africa

In the late 2000s, Nigeria surpassed Ireland to become the second 

largest market for Guinness consumption.
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